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Essay Type Questions
Unit-I:
1. What is lesson planning? Discuss its need and importance.
2. Explain the steps of lesson planning.
3. Discuss the principles of lesson planning.
4. What are the aims of lesson planning?
5. Discuss the Herbartian steps of lesson planning.
6. Write a lesson plan for IX class on the topic of your choice.
7. What do you understand by the term lesson planning? Why it is essential on the part of
the teacher to plan the lesson before its delivery in the classroom?
8. Discuss in detail the RCEM approach of writing objectives in behavioural terms.
Illustrate with suitable examples in relation to teaching of social studies.
9. Discuss in detail constructivist approach in social studies.
10. What is constructivistapproach? Explain in detail the role of teacher to prompt and
facilitate discussion.
11. What do you mean by the term annual planning, Unit planning used in teaching of
social studies?
12. Explain clearly the distinction between the term unit planning and daily lesson
planning.
13. What is unit planning? How can it be carried out in teaching of social studies?

14 .What do you mean by unit planning? Explain its uses and limitation in teaching of
social studies.
15. Write an ICT based lesson plan for IX class on the topic of your choice.
16.Write a model based lesson plan for IX class on the topic of your choice.
17.Write a test based lesson plan for Ix class on the topic of your choice.
Unit II
18.Teacher is the maker of Man." In the light of this statement discuss the qualities of Social
Studies teacher.
19.Explain the qualities of Social studies teacher.
20. Describe briefly the role of teacher in the teaching process. Write the specialized qualities
of Social Studies teacher.
21. "Sound methods of introduction and pleasant personality are indispensable to Social
Studies teacher but they are worthless without the required knowledge." Elucidate.
22. Describe the concept of professional development. Explain the need of professional
development of Social studies teacher.
23. Explain the concept of professional development of social studies teacher. Describe the
ways of professional development.
24.Explain briefly the role of different agencies like – ICSSR, and NCERT in the
professional development of social studies teacher.
25.Discuss the need and ways of professional development of social studies teacher.
26. Discuss the features and importance of social studies text book.
27. What is the utility of textbook of social studies for teacher and student?
28. Discuss the qualities of good text book for social studies.
29. What is the need of social studies room?
30. What are the equipment’s, instruments and material required for a social studies room?

31. Explain the importance of social studies room .As a social studies teacher how you can
maintain social studies room.
Unit III
32. What do you mean by peer assessment? How it is different from examination?
33. Explain the implementation of peer assessmentin teaching of social studies.
34. What do you mean by rubrics? Discuss its components.
35. Write down the steps needed to create a scoring Rubric.
36.Explain the advantages of peer assessment used in rubrics to assess the performance.
37.What do you mean by portfolio? How it is different from examination?
38. What is the concept of portfolio? Discuss its components.
39. Explain the concept of open book test. Whatare theadvantages and disadvantagesof open
book test?
40. Explain the techniques of evaluating students answer books.
41. How the project work insocialstudies can be assessed?
42. How will you prepare an achievement test in teaching of social studies? Explain by
preparing the blueprint.
43. Discuss the steps of construction of achievement test.
44. Explain the various stages that are involved in the construction of a test.
Unit - IV
45. Explain the designof Indian constitution.
46.Features of Indian Constitution
47. Explain agriculture and National Economy with suitable examples
48.Discuss various issues related to globalization
49. Explain the features of Indian Economy

.
50. What do you mean by consumer rights? Explain its types with examples.

Short Answer Type questions
Unit - I
1. What is lesson planning?
2. Importance of Lesson Planning.
3. Steps ofHerbartian Approach.
4.RCEM approach.
5.Constructivist approach in social studies.
6.Role of the teacher in constructivist approach.
7.Unit planning.
8.Advantages and disadvantages of unit planning in teaching of social studies.
9.Daily lesson planning.
10.Annualplanning.
11.Uses and limitations of ICT based lesson planning in teaching of social studies.
12.Steps of model based lesson plan.
13.Test based lesson planning in teaching of social studies.
Unit II
14. Qualities of Social Studies teacher.
15. Concept of Professional development of Social Studies teacher.
16. Need of professional developments of Social studies teacher.
17.Ways and means of professional development of Social Studies teacher.
18.Role of ICSSR in the professional development of Social Studies teacher.

19. Role of NCERT in the professional development of Social Studies teacher.
20.Features of social studies text book.
21.Importance of social studies text book.
22. Utility of textbook of social studies for teacher and student.
23. Qualities of social studies text book on social studies.
24.Need of social studies room.
25. Importance of social studies room.
26. Equipment’s, instruments and material required for a social studies room.
27. Management of social studies room.
Unit III
28.Concept of peerassessment.
29. Advantages and disadvantages of peer assessment.
30.Meaning of Rubrics.
31.Components of Rubrics.
32.Steps of Rubrics.
33.Meaning of portfolio in assessment of social studies.
34.Concept of open book tests.
35. Strength and limitations of open book tests.
36.Techniques of evaluating students answer book.
37. Concept of Achievement Test
38. Steps of construction of achievement test
39. Blue Print
Unit IV
40. Constitutional design.
41. Features of Indian Constitution.

42. Agricultural developmentin India
43. National Economy
44.Concept of globalization.
45. Consumer Rights.
46. Need of consumer Rights
47. Types of Consumer rights

.

